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Written by the author of the beloved best-seller, EVERY DAY a fresh Beginning, this collection of
meditations reinforces the key principles from the book A Training course in Miracles, the
present day spiritual classic which has transformed the lives of millions.Written by best-offering
author Karen Casey, this meditation book provides daily inspiration to reinforce your recovery.
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This book can help you accelerate your learning and appreciation of ACIM I have practiced TM
and studied the perennial philosophy for over 40 years. Therefore, one might say that I
experienced a running start, therefore i wish to believe, to my study of ACIM. Actually, this is my
10th 12 months of reading the book! I have also found many books and DVDs of the late Ken
Wapnick along with even more recently Robert Perry's Workbook Component 1and others to be
helpful. I do plan to browse Perry's Workbook Part 2 next. Having said all that as an launch to my
evaluation of Karen Casey's book let me today say that her book, in my opinion, is a very useful
and practical method of what could be a very challenging job of learning and applying ACIM. In
Karen's reserve ACIM is brought to an extremely useful level for, once again in my opinion, for
anyone who wants to understand how to practice or to improve their practice of what ACIM
teaches. While no ACIM adjunctive book could be labeled needed reading for any ACIM student
because we all start the program at different ego centered places in our imagined minds, we all,
however, result in the same classic ineffable place or Mind at the course's completion. So,
purchase this book with confidence and read only 1 brief commentary each day and begin to
experience, observe, grow and revel in your journey to the Holy Quick that ACIM provides for
every sincere practitioner of this wonderful course. Love this book! I suppose those things
encourage the reader to seriously meditate to find one's own meaning, however." I read it each
day for an improved perspective on living a calmer, less tense life. Among the best daily
meditation books. My othe favorite is a little reserve I received for a gift from a dear friend
simply titled "Hugs: Daily Meditations for Women. Four Stars Good daily meditation. We have
found that regardless of how many moments you may browse a passage it always pertains to
something going on in our lives. We question ourselves and each other who's running the
present, "Your Ego, or The Holy Spirit! We've been capable to practice a few of the complex
concepts in this meditation. I really do wish the meditations were a little much longer, and I
sometimes discovered the reflections on the day's idea inadequate. We've been enriched as a
few so when individuals by this reserve and it's really teachings." As recommended in the
meditations, if it's the ego this is why we experience "bad." If it's the Holy Spirit this is why we
experience "good!" We have been grateful to Ms. Casey for encapsulating this important work
into daily meditations.. Back in 2002, I did so a year long research called, "A Training course in
Miracles".. It had been at the age of 62, now over 4 years back, I began monitoring ACIM and
practicing it's forgiveness techniques using the ACIM work reserve as my motivation and direct.
My godmother from church was informing me about her uncle who actually changed his
existence around after learning "A Couse in Miracles". Highly recommend. So far, she loves it
aswell. I ended up buying one for myself as my copy was getting rather previous looking! Great
gift for a friend Great product and service. I think it is useful as a bridge between your very
conceptual Course suggestions and "practical" everyday living. It has provided us an advantage
is situations designed to use to baffle us. This book is a good compliment to the book titled "A
Course in Miracles Made Easy. Nonetheless, I personally discover the Unity Daily Phrase
magazine even more fulfilling as a daily meditation aid. Get to the Cardiovascular of the Course
If you are a Course in Maricles pupil this is a must. It might be helpful for people who've studied
ACIM just a few years, but probably not for 10-30 calendar year students . "My bad" for not
reading sample web pages before buying this (although I believe they were not available to
read). She offer you great ideas to think about through the day. Great addition to the Training
course IN MIRACLES Ms. A worthy daily examine, short and to the point, poignant in its sincerity
of purpose. Her clearness speaks of dedication to interest in each one of these enlightening
lessons. Casey is indeed familiar with the Program that she is really able to expand our



understanding and practice of what each daily lesson encompasses." Good for the Soul We have
been reading the "Daily Meditations for Practicing the Training course in Miracles" jointly daily
for over ten years. Well written and believed provoking.S. Recommend. This book is founded on
that course. But read a few sample pages before. Five Stars In the event that you follow A Course
in Miracles Good for daily reminders This beautiful book nicely encapsulates concepts from the
Course for daily reflection. "My poor" for not reading sample webpages before buying this
..Peace Always, Been reading this for 10 years! This author gets to the important lessons and the
reason why we have trouble getting through them. Fortunately I bought it used and will donate
it to a Thrift store. The day-to-day advice it offers is so completely different compared to the
Peaceful Loving eloquence Personally i think each time I read ACIM. Nevertheless, it's probably
just what some others are searching for. Many thanks Karen Casey. P. Life changing I learn
something about living a more fulfilling and peaceful life everyday in this book. How to start
your time on a positive note. Wonderfully written to help you get centered each day Anticipate
reading each times meditation. Wonderfully created to help you get centered each day. Straight
aligned with A Training course in Miracles teachings. I got her this reserve for an Easter present!
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